Each year Lincoln University academics and students publish original research outputs. Much of this is directly relevant to practitioners as well as other researchers. In an endeavor to bring some of that to planners we have compiled the following selection of articles and book chapters published since the last edition of the Lincoln Planning Review. The list includes two publications that were first available online in 2018 (one of which has been published in hard copy and conventionally is listed as the year of the hard copy 2019). It is particularly satisfying to see publications by Sin Meun How, one of our first tranche of MPlan students and Alison Outram one of our 2017 completions turning their MPlan dissertations into external publications.

Unfortunately there is no readily accessible database of all planning-relevant publications over this period and compiling such lists is an arduous time consuming task. So the following list is very much that which was able to be readily identified by the compiler as clearly planning-relevant, with apologies for omissions and no intention of being seen as comprehensive.


